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Scope
This document informs about a critical bug presented in PTS 2.0 and the PTS available in the OHWR 
repository (test08). This focus on the AD5662 DAC used to control de voltage applied to the VCXO 
and PLL used in the SVEC/SPEC boards. The experiments have used the lastest  PTS provided by 
CERN (including the lastest modifications done by Incaa). 

The datasheet  of the DAC is available at  http://www.analog.com/en/digital-to-analog-converters/da-
converters/ad5662/products/product.html,      http://www.analog.com/static/imported-
files/data_sheets/AD5662.pdf and   http://www.analog.com/static/imported-
files/data_sheets/AD5662.pdf.  Please  check  this  document  for  proper  understanding  of  issue  here 
described. 

Bug description
According to the Fig. 2 shown in the AD5662 datasheet, it is clear that chip uses the negative clock 
edge to latch the data, with a setup/hold time given by t5 and t6. 

The PTS test used for the SVEC/SPEC board changes DAC DIN signal at exactly the falling SCLK 
edge. Therefore, it violates the timing conditions indicated in the datasheet (setup time=5ns and hold 
time=4.5ns) as shown in Figure 1. 

This produces that voltage values written from Python code are wrong and do not correspond with the 
real values presented at  the DAC output  (as measured with an oscilloscope).  It  looks like no real 
measurements has been done to verify voltage values so we are worried that all  the production of 
SVEC/SPEC boards has gone to the market without verifying this critical element. 

Fig. 1.  Data values of DIN changes at falling edge of SCLK without accomplishing setup/hold time 
constraints.
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Proposed solution
A simple functional solution is to modify the PTS DAC test gateware to make it change DIN signal at 
the rising edge of SCLK. To check that the proper DAC output is obtained with this configuration we 
have negated SCLK. This is not the most elegant solution but fix the error. Figure 2 shows that with the 
same Python script you could observe right signal timing just by inverting the SCLK signal in the 
gateware.

 

Fig. 2. DIN data is modified at the rising edge of SCLK, avoiding setup/hold time violation.

Our tests show that voltage values indicated by the Python scripts are this time presented on the board 
without errors. 

Additional remarks
V_REF constant  is  defined as 3.3V in test08.py but board PCB schematics clearly indicate  that  it 
should be 2.5V (see pp. 2 of https://edms.cern.ch/file/1158532/1/EDA-02189-V4-0_sch.pdf).

Mechanism for voltage measurement, based on Python "time.sleep(2)" function is not accurate. 
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Scope
We have been working for a while with PTS and we would like to inform you about some problems  
detected at PTS. You probably are aware of most of these issues so sorry if this is too repetitive. 

We think that production companies need to be aware of these issues. As one of them, we are willing to  
contribute to improve tests. Nevertheless, we think it  is needed to go beyond bugs correction to a 
careful work, looking implementation details. Our opinion is that “redoing everything” is not required, 
there is a lot and very good work done but open hardware changes so fast that codes become outdated 
very quickly. 

Comments/suggestions
Some of these considerations could be wrong just because of lack of knowledge or detailed analysis. In  
any  case  our  inputs  can  be  considered  as  examples  of  things  to  be  solved  or  requiring  a  better 
explanation. 

The PTS elements for further exploration are: 

1. Gateware  generation.  All  the  tests  require  not  only  binaries  but  also  tarball  source  codes. 
Fetching gateware  files  from the  repository is  fine  but  for  this  way to  go we need to  follow the 
submodules/release approach. Otherwise building a right gateware project is prone to failures due to 
the mixture of VHDL versions.

2. Python coding could be improved. For instance file location management is done by including 
an argument to the main function instead of using standard Python libraries. This makes code prone to 
errors as the one shown in next paragraph.  

3. Careful editing of Python scripts. This could be an important problem if  Python scripts are 
modified with wrong editors (for instance on Windows OS) which introduces wrong '/r' characters for 
Linux. This makes non-correctly-working Python scripts when this character is introduced in the first  
line. This can be detected by using command below and looking for '\r' characters : 
od –c scriptin.py 
To solve, write :
sed ‘s/\r//’ scriptin.py > scriptout.py

4. Poor error checking when Python code invokes external compiled code (such as fpga_loader or 
libfpga_loader.so).  Currently,  after  tests configure the FPGA they do not check the success of this 
operation. Not even the firmware file existence is sometimes checked. If a test tries to access the board 
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before the FPGA is properly configured, the PC may freeze or erroneous conclusions could be drawn 
from the test result. For example: if the test03 firmware file is deleted, the only difference that the user 
will notice watching the PC’s screen is that the test runs faster than usual. So, confidence in the tests 
could improve if the C source code of these external programs were modified to return agreed exit 
codes (for instance, =0 : success ; <>0 : failure). Then the returned code value could be checked in the 
Python code. This problem is quite simple but a solution is required. 

5. Python Error messages. This problem is a general remark for the whole PTS. PTS produces a lot 
of “wrong oks” during test, making PTS conclusions unreliable. This has been shown on several tests 
problems, for example during test03 flash loader or during test08 reading the DAC voltage values. No 
proper checking of errors and return values is always done during Python scripts. 

6. SFP test presents an odd behavior (link is always down during test although communications 
seem to  be  working).  It  is  not  clear  if  latest  modifications  on  WR-Cores  of  NIC  and  Endpoint 
configuration-register map could be related. This requires a further study. 

7. Additionally,  DIO test  should also be modified to include EEPPROM writing with ID. SN. 
VENDOR. etc. as required by current spec.ko driver. It would also be the case for other FMCs ...
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